Customer Satisfaction
Don’t be fooled by low-cost imitators
Will your ongoing customer satisfaction be left to chance?
Direct Push Analytical Corp. solicits customer feedback on every job because we
believe testing and measuring is important to continued improvement. With over
775 surveys returned and tabulated, our Customer Satisfaction Rating is
averaging 9.25 out of 10, reflecting our superior customer service, offering peace
of mind that your job will be handled beyond expectations.
Does your service provider give you an opportunity to see what others say about them
or will they open their entire customer list for you to randomly choose who to call for
candid referrals?
We would be happy to give you a chronological list, straight out of our invoicing
program or open our entire customer list for you to call so you can have peace of
mind of superior workmanship and service completed at a fair cost.
Does your service provider show up late, or worse, not show up at all? Does your
service provider complain about long hours or weekend work that must be done?
Direct Push Analytical Corp. will show up on time, be prepared, and stay on the
job until the job is completed. Long days and weekends are OK with us AND we
have never, ever, been asked to not come back, nor have we ever been kicked off
a jobsite.
Do you continue to be frustrated by mediocre service, with providers just providing the
bare minimum to accomplish the task at hand?
Bringing a table for the client’s convenience and going beyond the call of duty
has become a signature of OUR service( others have copied us on the idea of a
table, but fall short on the service aspect).
Our Employees Set the Bar High in Their Expectations for How Your Job Will
Proceed and Their Success for Getting It Done.
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